Learning to love lumpy mash

By Charlotte Day

The Tattoo

When I was in elementary school, I couldn't get enough of lumpy mashed potatoes.

Always more boys than girls.

That was my senior year when I walked by or a whistle.

By your sophomore year, you clutch at any
tice in front of Centennial, an upper
time, promising that you didn't cheat or help a
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I've also learned a lot, from text-

It is a year of celebration, camaraderie, and also, leadership. You stalk around the school flaunting

The best teen journalism in the world. For questions, comments or to
ted to grade, students generally wait until their

I eventually figured out that the boys were

When I was 12, I left home – I went to
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is the food.
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You will discover that your peers actually care about you.

to say, they do their homework and if,

It is 9:30 a.m., and I'm already

On every paper you turn in, you write the

As the New England winter months drone on,

you are spanning long weekends regularly, and the

either, so having neither was only a

I eventually figured out that
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But not everything about boarding

For awhile I thought going to an all

I remember in my first year, I watched

first year's, and this makes you crazy

I don't think you know
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the soggy vegetables and the lumpy mash.

it perfect.

and know before you even know yourself –
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